
Checking in on the Checkoff
Indiana Soybean Alliance and Indiana Corn Marketing Council 
Connected television, radio and digital advertising campaign
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Let us tell your success story.

With a team of ag-centric agency veterans, BLNKPG has a passion for all things rural and sharing the stories that help 
support both its legacy and growth. Developed with a client-partnership mentality, BLNKPG is dedicated to driving 
results based on fresh ideas.
A BLANK PAGE IS THE BEST PLACE TO START.

The Indiana Corn Marketing Council and Indiana Soybean Alliance are 
commodity organizations that administer those crops’ state checkoff 
programs, which fund corn and soybean promotion and education. 
Communicating the value of the checkoff to the corn and soybean farmers 
who pay into the program has traditionally been difficult, since to many 
farmers the program’s benefits to them aren’t always readily apparent.

THE CHALLENGE

BLNKPG produced advertisements for connected television, local radio 
and digital advertising around a core message — “It’s like planting a penny 
to grow a dollar” — a reference to the checkoff’s return on investment. 
The target audience for this campaign was corn and soybean growers 
across Indiana. To target these individuals, the implementation of 
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes, first-party data and third-
party data were used to find farmers. The use of these methods targeted 
farmers through web-based television, such as Roku, Apple TV, ESPN, 
and other applications. Fifteen-, 30-, and 60-second video commercials 
were developed, along with accompanying radio advertisements. Radio 
stations, strategically chosen around Indiana, ran these radio ads during 
the campaign. The viewers of the connected TV (CTV) ads were then 
retargeted with digital ads. This campaign directed listeners and viewers to 
visit YourCheckoff.org, where they found information, graphics and videos 
further explaining how checkoff programs support farmers.

THE IDEA

The broadcast and web campaign produced website traffic from all over 
Indiana to the new website, YourCheckoff.org. The CTV ads had a video 
completion rate of 98.2%, higher than the industry average of 95%. This 
campaign generated more than 1.2 million ad impressions in three months, 
with nearly 9% of users going on to also view the Indiana Corn Marketing 
Council and Indiana Soybean Alliance websites.
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